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Abstract - This paper proposes a railway route crack detection 

system. More particularly, this paper presents the detection 

system that is capable of detecting any cracks or disjoints in the 

railway tracks by using microcontroller based smart robot. Most 

of the goods are transferred from one region to another region 

through railways only due to its low transportation cost, fastness, 

reliability and less chance of accident. For long distance travel, 

lots of people prefer railways rather then roadways as trains are 

very much comfort and fare are also very less. Therefore, for 

these reasons it is very necessary to provide a safety to the tracks 

of railways. Hence for this an advance technology-based robot is 

develop that is capable of locating faults or cracks in the tracks 

and protect the trains from any accident. 

 

Keywords- Railways crack, microcontroller, smart robot, crack 

detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In present era, roadways and railways are important part 

of human beings because without these transportations it is 

impossible to travel for a long distance. Among all, railways 

are best source of transportation due to its low cost, easily 

available and most reliable. Many different types of goods 

and products are also shipped through railways [1],[2]. In 

India, most of the people prefer trains for travelling rather 

than car busses or any other roadways because the road 

contains large number of holes due to which jerking take 

place [3]. And if there is a senior citizen it would be very 

difficult for them to travel from these types of roads that’s 

why people give more priority to railways for traveling 

rather than roadways. Thus, it is required to provide proper 

safety to the user travelling in trains [4],[3]. Since from the 

past history it is absorbed that most of the accident take 

place in railways is due to the rail track cracks or disjoints in 

tracks [5]. These disjoints and cutting in railway tracks 

causes a serious problem and are major factors that results in 

rail accident and due to such accident people can loss their 

life [6],[7]. Hence to prevent rail accident it is very 

necessary to improve the quality of railway tracks by doing 

regular inspection. Therefore, this paper proposes an 

advanced technology-based robot that is capable of doing 

inspection and detecting any faults or cracks in the railway 

tracks [8]. 

 
Fig.1 Crack portion in tracks 
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II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The block diagram of proposed system is shown by 

figure.1 the proposed system is based on the wireless 

technology [9] in which the combination of hardware and 

software can detect the total number of cracks on the 

railway tracks. This detection system is installed on the 

cheches of robot that is going to move on the railway track 

and detects the number of cracks. The microcontroller is 

installed in the robot to control the movement of the robot 

and allows to show number of cracks on the crack. 

 
Fig.2 working of proposed system 

 

The LCD display is located on the robot to display the 

number of counted cracks or disjoints on the railway tracks. 

The robot is driven through the dc motors [10] that is two in 

number. Both the dc motor is connected to the tire of robot 

to give movement to it. The main advantage of such system 

is that it reduces the human effort by making whole of the 

system wireless. It is cost effective and less bulky. This 

robot eliminates the manual operation of detecting cracks as 

done by the railways previously. 

 
Fig.3 Block Diagram of Proposed System 
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From figure.3 the block diagram of proposed system 

consists of a power supply unit, crack detection sensor, 

microcontroller, display unit and a motor controlling driver. 

The power supply to the robot is given through a 12v battery 

attached to it, after providing power to the system the robot 

is actuated. The sensor detects the cracks while traveling 

through the robot on the railway track. If it detects any 

cracks or disjoints, sends the signal to the microcontroller 

[11] and microcontroller further transmit the detected signal 

to a LCD displaying unit for showing the number of cracks. 

The GPS module [12] is also placed inside the system to 

alert the user by sending the exact location of cracks. The 

movement of dc motor is controlled by the microcontroller. 
 

Table 1. represents the working of dc motor through 

controlling the motor driver with the help of 

microcontroller. 

 

If no input is given then the motor remains in steady state. 

If only input2 is given then the robot will move in anti-

clockwise direction and if input supply is given to input 

port1 only then the robot will move in forward direction and 

both inputs is given then motor will stop. 
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Fig:5 Flow diagram of crack detection system 

III. RESULTS 

The prototype of railway route crack detection system is 

shown by figure.6. In this model all the component that is 

sensor, microcontroller and LCD displaying unit are 

mounted on the movable robot. In order to detect the cracks 

on the railway track the robot moves on the track and sensor 

detects the crack if any and alert the user with the help of 

microcontroller. The microcontroller also controls the 

movement of the robot as required by the user. Table 2 

shows the actual distance, measured distance and difference 

between actual and measured distance. 

 
 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The prototype of railway route crack detection system is 

successfully designed and is represented by fig.6. Large 

number of people travels in trains for going from one place 

to another due to its less reliability. In present era, the 

detection of cracks in the railway lines are done manually by 

the workers physically going to the railway track to do 

inspection. These inspections waste a lot of time and is very 

difficult task. Hence, the proposed method eliminates these 

efforts made by railway staff to search the cracks. From the 

proposed system the time spend on detecting the cracks of 

railway track is reduced by 60 percent. 
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